"The Philosophy/Religious Studies program at UWSP is more than just learning theories. Studying philosophy/religious studies provides training in logic and opens you up to thinking about the world through different lenses."
“Joining the Philosophy and Religious Studies department felt more like joining a family. Not only did this family welcome me in and was supportive, but challenged me to be better - a better learner, a better critical thinker, and a better individual who can think clearly, logically, and differently.”
“[Philosophy] hasn’t just developed my professional skills but also strongly influences my personal decisions. There are a lot of things happening in the world right now that require a lot of thinking and approaching it from different aspects. Philosophy has helped me reaffirm or change my thoughts in a logical, well-informed way.”

2018 Graduate, Traditional Student
Philosophy and Communication Public Relations
“It was just a tight knit Philosophy Department community. There was so much interaction with the professors that I just loved. It helped me engage with the material more in depth and embrace the willingness to explore other things and perspectives. They were so supportive of whatever it was you were pursuing and wanted to facilitate the development of that passion and field of study, which was absolutely wonderful.”

2019 Graduate, Non-Traditional Student
Philosophy
“[Philosophy] definitely gave me a fair amount of life experience rather than just reciting a book. I'm able to apply a lot of what I learned in philosophy and psychology to my job because I help kids build character and grow as people.”

2018 Graduate, Traditional Student
Philosophy Major with a Psychology Minor, Business Administration Minor, and Coaching and Leadership Minor
“In looking at where I am now, and who I’ve become, I consider myself very fortunate. I spent the last 4 years looking critically at what I value, and why I value it. And, more importantly, I’ve developed a sense of what I believe a “just” world entails. With this knowledge, I am able to ground my actions in something very meaningful. Environmental Ethics was a huge part of my focus as an undergrad, and now, as I work at a nonprofit focused around sustainable agriculture, I find my teaching from UWSP as backing each of my decisions. I am able to live by what I value, all while truly understanding what it is I value.”
"My background in Philosophy has become a cornerstone of my success in the classroom. The idea of having a method and being able to talk about complex things in a simple ways has been the key to keeping students interested and engaged in their education.”
MICHAEL DOOER

Legal Assistant at a Law Firm and Freelance Pianist

“Specializing in environmental ethics particularly excited me. Since most of the developments in this specialty have occurred since the 20th Century, the coursework couldn’t have felt more current (or more relevant, considering the environmental challenges our generation is facing). Plus, Professor Diehm’s enthusiasm for the subject is so infectious. He really has a knack for breaking down and explaining complex philosophical concepts.”

2017 Graduate, Traditional Student
Philosophy with an Environmental Ethics Concentration and Applied Music-Piano
“Whether it is ethics, or metaphysics, or epistemology, or whatever sub-field you may choose, a major component of philosophy is learning how to argue effectively. Learning how to take a claim, support it with evidence, and then turn around and show why your interpretation of the evidence should be accepted rather than other possible interpretations. So, if nothing else, even if you think the topics are too absurd and esoteric and impractical to be taken seriously, having a background in philosophy will almost definitely improve the quality of your work in your chosen field of study, because you will have a better understanding of how to effectively argue.”
“Taking philosophy as a student made everything else easier. It greatly improved my reading comprehension and writing, and made the other courses I took easier to navigate because of the strong foundation I built in my philosophy courses. Learning how to effectively construct an argument was useful as a student employee in the Office of Sustainability as it allowed me to make the case for the things I was advocating for more eloquently and gave me the creative problem solving skills to be able to tackle the inevitable hurdles that arose in my work trying to be a changemaker on campus.”

2018 Graduate, Non-Traditional Student
Philosophy with an Environmental Ethics Concentration and Sociology, with an Environmental Studies Minor
MEGAN WISE
E-Pledge Program Manager – United Way of Dane County

“Being a major in Philosophy primes people so well for approaching life. It helps you clearly see your ultimate goal while still focusing on the intricate details, which makes you a great competitor when applying for jobs. Thanks to my Philosophy degree, I was always able to get interviews because my applications were always well written and persuaded the company that I could be a valuable asset to their team.

2015 Graduate, Non-Traditional Student
Philosophy with Environmental Ethics Concentration
“Learning Philosophy will only enhance what you are already doing because it removes you from normal conversations and encourages you to open up in new ways. There is always something to explore, and UWSP’s Philosophy Department was a safe space to pursue and embrace that collective growth, discussion, and civil discourse.

2015 Graduate, Traditional Transfer Student
Philosophy with Religious Studies Concentration
“[A Philosophy degree] is so much more useful than it gets sold. Checking yourself and your own thoughts and biases is a soft skill that is incredibly essential to any kind of successful communication.”

2013 Graduate, Traditional Transfer Student
Philosophy with a Religious Studies Concentration
Psychology Minor
“There are few things that I can reflect on that is so translatable to literally anything. From a practicality standpoint, Philosophy can be translated into a lot of different fields and can be paired with anything. It isn’t often when you wished a four-hour class would go even longer, but that’s how much I loved my time in the Philosophy program at UWSP.

2011 Graduate, Traditional Student
Philosophy and Biology Major
Chemistry and Anthropology Minor
“My Philosophy degree framed the proactive mentality that I carry with me now. Not only do the concepts that I learned help me navigate different situations and perspectives, but my professors instilled an attitude of energy and motivation within my studies which has given me a great foundation for the rest of my life.”

2010 Graduate, Traditional Student
Philosophy with Religious Studies Concentration
“I was on the verge of dropping out of college, but when I changed my major to Philosophy, I was actually motivated to finish my degree because I loved what I was learning. It gave me the words and tools I needed to express myself and communicate the ideas I have. It will never be a waste of a degree because I can apply it to literally everything.”

2009 Graduate, Traditional Student
Philosophy with Environmental Ethics Concentration
Ethnobotany Minor
"I would have to say the biggest impact from my time at UWSP came from the care and guidance shown to me by Dr. Warren and Dr. Keefe who instilled in me the belief that each of us is able to make a difference in the lives of others."

2008 Graduate, Non-Traditional Student
Philosophy: Religious Studies
PhD of Religion - Claremont Graduate University
“Philosophy allows you to develop a set of skills that is essential regardless of what career you want to pursue. Reading quickly with comprehension, identifying arguments and assertions being made, thinking critically about anything, putting aside preconceived notions, and taking on someone else’s understanding are all valuable and intellectual skills with unlimited applications.”

2006 Graduate, Non-Traditional Student
Philosophy
“Philosophy challenges you in ways that other disciplines don’t, and at the same time it is something that is interwoven into every other discipline because it is ultimately the foundation of humanity.”

2005 Graduate, Non-Traditional Student
Philosophy Major with Religious Studies & Environmental Ethics Emphasis
Women’s Studies Minor
“The Philosophy minor as a whole experience really challenged me to speak up more, do more critical thinking, and have more critical conversations with others. It helped me open my mind to new perspectives and gave me the tools to see them as equally valuable.”

2006 Graduate, Traditional Student
Psychology Major with Philosophy Minor
The Philosophy Department at UWSP is really something special. The professors are clearly motivated to engage with the students to really nurture their academic interests, giving students the freedom to shift discussions and conversations as our focus and interests were changed and challenged.”

2003 Graduate, Traditional Student
Philosophy and English
"There are so many different ways, both tangible and intangible, to use your training [in Philosophy] to construct a good career and a good life."

1996 Graduate, Traditional Student
Philosophy & German
“Philosophy gave me a really well examined foundation for what I believe, what I think, and how I think. When I got into the ‘real world,’ I not only knew what my beliefs, morals, and ethics were, but that they were justly established in the literature and tools that I was given through my degree path.”

1994 Graduate, Traditional Student
Philosophy, Mathematics, and Logic